www.worldsurprise.com

THANKS TO...
We are entrusted by important customers in leading them
to unique experiences. Also, we are given good collaboration from domestic and
international organizations including the national tourism boards or airlines,
media, and travel agencies, who help us with creation of impressive itineraries.
All of these supports encourage us to continuously develop our travel options,
explore innovative excursions and provide better services. We would like to take
this opportunity to express our gratefulness to all customers for giving us
the chance to serve assist with your trips. Also, we truly appreciate all kind
associating agencies who have been supporting us along this
path of sustainable growth.
Mr. Surprise!
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MR.SURPRISE TALK!

Diverse characteristics of tourist attractions, customs and culture in each country inspire us to create the unique paths embedded by exotic experience with the hope that our travellers
will enjoy ultimately impressive trips with us on every path they take.

With extensive experience in tourism management and development, World Surprise Travel has provided worldwide services to customers in different regions. We still remember our first
step we have taken to create memorable moments to our customers. Each trip has been provided to our valuable customers with care, and the selected itineraries have been uniquely
arranged according to our ideal excursions. Our primary emphasis is put on impressive experiences which the travelers can appreciate during their journey. These include food, accommodation and activities in response to support all kinds of innovative tourism which has been rapidly increasing as well as modern lifestyles for the real innovative tourism.
For many years, we have presented a variety of itineraries under various brands to fulfill traveler’s needs. With continuous development, we are delighted to introduce 3 new brands, including
World Surprise Xperiences, which takes you to meet fantastic experiences from around the world, World Surprise Snow, which leads you and your family to experience amazing winter
activities and World Surprise Rail Voyage, a wonderful journey on cruise train which brings you to the new perspective of tourism.
We have maintained the highest standard of service with the hope to fulfill different requirements of travelers and provide unique travel experiences. We sincerely hope that World Surprise Travel
will become a new record of your travel accompanying you to explore the world and create memorable experiences.

Let’s see the world!
1

OUR MEDIA PARTNERS

From our journey to beautiful destinations and wonderful worldwide experiences, we are proud to present such itineraries through
various channels in collaboration with domestic and international media, which include leading travel magazines, TV programs,
radio media, and newspapers, to share our impression. Find opportunities to explore the world to create impressive memories with us.

OUR HISTORY
World Surprise Travel is an expert at designing unique itineraries.
Holding a strong determination to encourage those who love travel to enjoy beautiful,
GZQVKECPFRNCEGUYGYGTGVJGÌTUVEQORCP[VQCTTCPIGKPFGRVJVQWTKUOUVCTVKPI
from exploration of Asian countries, including Japan, China, Korea, Hong Kong,
and Singapore. Then, our main itineraries have been expanded to Europe, America,
Australia, and New Zealand, including luxurious cruises travels operated through
our subsidiary Travel Elements. Today, we are offering worldwide itineraries,
and from the start until now, we have continuously maintained the standard of
World Surprise Travel, which is attention to details with different views.
9GJCXGRTQXKFGFCXCTKGV[QHXCECVKQPUWPFGTXCTKQWUDTCPFUVQHWNÌNNCNNFGUKTGU
of our valuable customers like you.

2
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OUR MILESTONES
OUR HOTEL
PARTNERS

We are a pioneer in international tourism which has been in the business for 30 years under the name “Trans Global” since 1981 before the company was expanded and changed to
“World Surprise Travel” in 2005. Our long journey and extensive experience enhance the standard of our creation of happiness for your eternal memories.

2005

It was the opening of World Surprise
Travel, the first pioneer in-depth
travel itineraries in Japan

2006

We partnered with True Visions to
introduce gourmet tours in Japan
and luxurious cruise travels

2007

We expanded our in-depth tourism
market in Europe, sponsoring Pinto
Tao Lek Program and arranging
trips for famous radio media

2008

We arranged exclusive trips for
opening of tourism in Australia and
New Zealand

2009

2010
2011

We began promoting experiences uniquely 2012 World Surprise Travel together with
designed for speed and super cars lovers,
Tourist Board and Swiss
Each trip consists of quite a few essential elements Switzerland
to make it perfect,
cruising along scenic roads of European
International Airlines ferried the cast of
one ofThis
which
‘accommodation’.
to take
care ofand the shooting crew
countries.
wasisalso
the year when weAs you entrust us
actors,
actresses
first your
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‘Suekcollaborated
Nam
wondrous
nights, with
we have
with outstanding
of a recentleading
highest rating TV series,
Peung Pra Jun’ (Honeymoon Battle) game
hotelssponsoring
and accommodations
each country
to let youSuphab
embrace
unique- Prince Pawornrut
BuruttheJutathep
show,
the amorousinwinners
of
Switzerland. We succescultures
from each corner
spoiling toyourself
eachlocal
episode
on a honeymoon
trip to of the world, whileepisode,
sively
offered
travel services to the
destinations
of their
choices.
with modern
facilities
and impressive services. World
Surprise
Travel
locations of the shoot.
wishes
you totour
feelinthe
authentic pleasure and learn
We unveiledtruly
a novel
gourmet
which
our customers met VJGTGCNFGÌPKVKQPQHVJGCTVQHNKXKPI
and greeted three
legendary Japanese Iron Chefs in person. 2013 We arranged exclusive trips and private
shopping for customers at a renowned
shop in the center of Italy
After the Tsunami attack in Japan came along
collaborations between Hokkaido Tourism
1HÌEGCPF9QTNF5WTRTKUG6TCXGNDTKPIKPI
TeeNeeMorChit - an all-time favourite variety 2014 We were the first travel agency in
Thailand to lead Thai travelers to
talk show, Daily News Newspaper, and Travel
go on a trip on luxurious cruise
Around the World Magazine on a voyage to
train Seven Stars in Kyushu, Japan
Hokkaido, a prideful reminder of our position
as the island's travel pioneer.

2015

World Surprise Travel was invited to
attend Pure Life Experiences, which
was a world-class event where travel
companies from around the world
gathered and exchanged opinions
in Marakesh, Morocco, where we
were the only one travel agency from
Thailand in attendance

2016

Three new brands focusing on
special experiences with World
Surprise Xperiences, World Surprise
Snow, World Surprise Rail Voyage,
and the latest brand World Surprise
WIFI, were open to facilitate commu
-nication between cyber world and
traveler
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WHY US ?

Our enthusiasm and dedication on ensuring quality of our travel operations, uniqueness and diversity of itineraries which help create your memorable leisure experiences, special services
provided to you with care are important reasons why you love World Surprise Travel and choose us as your travel partner.

Our Uniqueness

• World Surprise Standards: We always provide you with special services and innovative
itineraries from around the world where you can feel the new dimension of feeing and true
happiness as you may have never experienced before. For this reason, each of your trips is
surely a perfect and impressive memory.
• Unlimited, timeless, deep, and harmonious philosophy: It comes along with opening of
new path and trend of tourism to cover all your travel preferences.
• We are the leader in creating exotic memories for you by telling stories and cultures of the
visited places as well as providing you with opportunities to appreciate them as much as you
can to fulfill your traveling dream.
• Experienced travel consulting team is always willing to help connect all your trips with
global destinations for convenience before, during and after the trip. You will feel warm and
safe while travel with us.
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Our Services

• Flexile, tailor-made itineraries which include unique services and experiences you will
never find anywhere else
• Various brands providing extensive activities from which you can always choose where to
enjoy fantastic travel experience worldwide
• Customer-oriented is our prime concept, so we manage time widely to prevent you from
wasting your enjoyable time on unpleasant issues. Also, we deal with every detail with
appropriately to ensure that your trips are wonderful and worthwhile.

OUR FRIENDS
Police General San Sarutanon
Former Commissioner-General

“It is the travel agency which understand
how to select appropriate food
and accommodation.”

Ajarn Chalit Limpanawech

Ms. Suthee Chatrattanakul

Mr. Suthachol Wattansimakorn

“Starting with one-life travels of
COOL Fahrenheit 93, World Surprise Travel has
proved its reliability and become
our first travel choice. ”

Mrs. Netdao Wattansimakorn

Managing Director, Coolism Co., Ltd.

Mr. Satit Teswichianchai

Former Dean, Faculty of Mass Communication,
Business owner
Assumption University and Vice President of Marketing
“I like World Surprise Travel because
Association of Thailand
of its quality products. They provide the
“IIf you are looking for a premium travel agency, unique trips which you have never experienced
World Surprise Travel is the best choice for you. anywhere else. The accommodation is luxurious
It is the agency I always choose to travel with.”
and the food is fantastic. It is the high price,
high quality service.”

Owner of Somtum Noir Restaurant
and

Designer and Owner of Landmee’ Shop
“Thank you for suggestions and unique excursions.
We are always impressed and never
disappointed when traveling with World Surprise.”

Mr. Wattanapak Jinsiriwaich

Managing Director, Soul Secret (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
“It does not only create different trips,
but World Surprise Travel
also provides the best service with the
most effective management.”

Mr. Arch Laisakul

Assistant Unit Manager, Kasikorn Bank
ĠĈē

Miss Nattaporn Temirak
Channel 3 Actress

“World Surprise Travel…Your Experience builds up
Great impression in my life!”

M.L. Pasan Sawadiwat

Ms. Suwimol Sutheesophon

Ms. Penwipa Rojanaroon

“I always trust that my itineraries
will be breathtaking and unique.
World Surprise always provides you with high
quality food, comfortable accommodation
and wonderful service.”

Ms. Jarurat Jundaprasert

“I have been impressed by World Surprise Travel
since my first trip. Its itineraries are unique with
high-price, high-quality basis.
It is worth paying!. I was given wonderful
services by the sales representative, tour leader,
hotel restaurant, etc. Everything was just
perfect! I have been World Surprise Travel’s
customer for almost 10 years and will always be. ”

Food Expert (Pseudonym: Pinto Tao Lek)

Owner of Virasu Group
and

Business owner
“We always entrust World Surprise Travel to
arrange the trips for us. It is professional agency
which provides the best services. We feel like
traveling with a partner we can trust. That’s why
World Surprise Travel is always the
one and the only answer for us. ”

Business owner
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WE
ARE
THE
1
MOVER
WORLD SURPRISE WELLNESS
Your Happiness From The Inside Out

For decades, World Surprise Travel has explored alternative tourist destinations around the world.
We have introduced new itineraries which had never been visited by other traditional travelers,
resulting innovative travel experiences. Main itineraries have been added by in-depth itineraries in
many regions starting from Asian countries like Japan and extended to Europe and other countries.
Start in-depth travels in Japan
We are the first travel agency to introduce a new perspective of Hokkaido. In addition to the winter,
you can enjoy traveling in Hokkaido in other seasons. We have initiated the trips to appreciate the
breathtaking nature and flowers in many Japanese regions which include Pink Moss, Lavender,
Nemophila and Wisteria fields. Also, you can appreciate the autumn leaf color at Tohoku, feel the
miracle of Snow Wall on the Alps of Japan in Toyama and visit Japan’s largest desert in Tottori.
Moreover, we are the first travel agency to lead the tourist group to travel with the luxurious cruise
train Seven Stars in Kyushu for appreciating beautiful scenery of Kyushu Island.
Extend itineraries to European countries
We have also extended itineraries to Europe by exploring new perspective of each region which
had rarely been acknowledged by visitors. Such destinations include Auvergne Region which is a
conservative tourist attraction where you can see wonderful natural sites such as mountains, lakes,
clear water, and high cliffs. It is the origin of natural mineral water like Volvic. Amalfi Coast and
colorful 5 fisherman’s villages located on cliffs such as Cinque Terre in Italy, Cotswolds and the
south of England where we focus on in-depth travels for travelers to experience the lifestyle of
local people, Puglia Region, which is located in the southernmost of Italy, and Dolomite mountain
range which we have explored for you to appreciate the beauty of the Italian Alps which has
rarely visited by visitors.
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Happiness starts from inside out in terms of personality, health and beauty. Everyone
desires to stay healthy physically and mentally. Today, World Surprise Wellness
develops a new form of travel to fulfill the needs of customers of all genders and age
ranges. We will take you back to the time of youth and call the lost energy back to
your body with health and wellness tor whereby you are provided the services by
leading professional physicians in the relaxing atmosphere in which you can healthily
breathe the fresh air. In addition to the wellness treatment, you will visit many interesting places which help you gain full energy and feel refreshed.
We can arrange health and wellness treatment program for you including detoxification
to remove toxic substances from your body, injection of stem cells which is placenta
extracts to delay or revive aging organs, spa treatment to receive natural force and
stimulate the function of organs, onsen bathing of which hot water is believed to
remove toxic substances resulting in relaxing and refreshing body, and acupuncture
which is Chinese traditional treatment which helps balance the functions of body organs.
We have 3 main associates which are leading wellness and beauty service providers
conducted by professional physicians.
SHA Wellness Clinic Luxurious resort for wellness and beauty located in Alicante,
the southeastern region of Spain. It has medical hotel facing the Mediterranean, so
you can impressively enjoy the beauty of the sea and the nature as this area is
known as one of the cities with the world’s cleanest air.
Clinique la Praire The famous Swiss clinic providing wellness treatments conducted
by surgeons whose expertise is in organ transplantation. The clinic is globally
recognized as the president or many Hollywood stars have also received treatments
here.
Villa Medica A leading medical institution. With its classical design of the buildings, wonderful location at the serene Edenkoben municipality of Germany and the
use of holistic treatments with cell therapy method for cell stimulation which focuses
on body revival and enforcement, this place is widely known and internationally
accepted.

In addition to being a leader in exploring new, exotic destinations, we also take you to impressive and
unique experiences and activities around the world.
Introduce luxurious cruise trips
We are the first travel agency in Thailand to provide customers with luxurious cruise travels with Aqua
Expeditions. It is a wonderful opportunity to gain experience and learn cultures along world-renowned
rivers such as the Amazon in South America and Mekhong in South East Asia.
Open in-depth experiences to fulfill all desires
In addition to being the first mover to explore wonderful places around the globe, we also lead you to
experience unique itineraries. Travelers’ happiness and impression is of the greatest importance for
us. We are the first travel agency to start the legend of speed with World Surprise Speed, which brings
you to various destinations while driving luxurious super cars along the beautiful roads around the world.
It is a novel travel experience and the best opportunity to appreciate breathtaking scenery while riding
a cruise ship with World Surprise Rail Voyage. The origin of delicious excursions cannot be anyone
but World Surprise Gourmet, with which you can taste the best delicacies including well-known local
dishes and Michelin-starred restaurants. Another option for your truly relaxed trips is World Surprise
Cruises heading to Alaska, Arctic, Mediterranean, and many other destinations worldwide.
Light up your dream journey with your favorite theme
There are many more experiences we design to create a journey of happiness for you. Traveling with
us is more than just fun. It is the time when you can catch your dream and fulfill your thrilling desire.
We have special theme for anime and cosplay lovers, cultural tourism themes for those who love to
visit the World Heritage Sites, family theme for you and your kids to travel to a dream world, and many
other tailor-made themes which we can arrange for your unique enjoyment and happiness.
We are not only focus on beautiful places but we also emphasize the design of impressive journey
along with novel experience and perspective. We are still searching, developing and creating new
itineraries in response to different lifestyle to ensure that our great enthusiasm can help create your
memorable travel experience.
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OUR
SERVICES
WORLD SURPRISE SPACE
World Surprise Luxe

Build Your Own History Beyond The Horizon
Your Unique Memorable Experience

Light up your dream and make every journey count with a limitless
and incredible experience. This is the journey of a lifetime, an experience
beyond imagination and the travel uniqueness which is more than
perfect for you.

World Surprise

A genuine World Surprise Experience

A dimension of genuinely unique happiness and impression, this is
where the legend of World Surprise Travel's standards of leading
services and in-depth routes to every corner of the world starts.

World Surprise Lite

Enjoy your Wonderful Moment

To fulfill all requests of itineraries, experiences and budgets, we can
design your specific dream journey for your special time, happiness,
enjoyment and impression.

World Surprise Travel Concierge
Simply Pack your Bag, We Do The Rest

This is a wonderful service which facilitates your travel with a small private
group. We provide flexible service where adjustment is possible to fulfill
your needs. It is to ensure that you will have a perfect trip where you
truly enjoy fantastic experience.

World Surprise FIT
Fits all Your Needs
24

Experience the freedom of travel with the route of your choices that
we assist such as air tickets, accommodation as well as your desired
experiences. We are ready to be part of your perfect dream journey.

Close your eyes and imagine. Now you are traveling across different layers of the atmosphere, from which you will slowly start to see a pale blue shimmering light below the horizon. Imagine again. Now you can see the stunning scene from another perspective of our blue planet, amidst the shining stars on
the velvety dark curtain of space.

SPECIAL GROUPby SERVICES
World Surprise Travel

Let go of your five senses, cease your imagination, and become a part of this memorable phenomenon with us, World Surprise Space!

Photo courtesy of Getty Images

Innovative travel in zero gravity as if you were travel
space ‘Zero
G’ long journey and the origin of unique services are included in 3 original brands of
Theinbeginning
of each
Zero G was created in an endeavor to seek for a novel style of leisure travel that offers both excitement and adventures, reaching out to customers with
World Surprise
which provide
servicesfrom
according
different
models andZero
uniqueness
for thethe
best
its services, meticulous quality, and high safety standard.
Zero GTravel
was designed
an engineer
NASA towho
has developed
G to become
desires
satisfactions.
commercial space flight for tourism industry. Zero ofG your
has had
theand
opportunity
to welcome internationally renowned celebrities, such as Stephen Hawking,
Martha Stewart and National Geographic team.
With our sincere determination and dedication, we have designed in-depth travels which reflect World
Experience the stunning journey along the curve of our world with us ‘Bloon’
to ensure
yourgot
impressive
to wonderful
wherewho
youhad
caninvented
appreciateand
This wonderful experience dates back three yearsSurprise’s
ago whenuniqueness
World Surprise
Travel
a chancejourney
to meet
a former destinations
NASA engineer
different
sceneries
enjoying
natural
Also, you canWelearn
patented the latest innovation of space travel called
Bloon which
is a and
travelfresh
withyourself
balloonsupto while
the horizon
withthehigh
safetypurity.
and uniqueness.
havehistory
earned
the trust to be the only travel agent in Thailand that
exclusively
The contract
February
2013 gave usthethe
andcan
cultures
of theoffer
placespace
duringjourneys.
your exiting
trips. Untilsigning
today,event
we areonstill
striving8th,
for maintaining
power to make this phenomenon a topmost memorable
those whoOur
arefirst
passionate
'A Unique
Memorable
Travel Experience',
with the
highestexperience
standard offorexcursions.
priority isforalways
your comfort
and convenience.
We deliberately
first journey scheduled to launch in 2015 in Spain.select the best accommodation, food and services for you to help fulfill your thrilling travel experience
andwhich
your dream
these
provided
by Worldwith
Surprise
Luxe,
fromballoons
which youwith
willWorld
experience
There are many other space voyages awaiting you,
includejourney.
floatingAllinofthe
skyare
to the
stratosphere
special
helium
View or
soaring into the space with Virgin Galactic which can
theretrips
at a including
supersonictransportation,
speed. In the near
travel
be available
everyone.by
thetake
bestyou
quality
5-starfuture,
hotel space
lodging,
andwill
luxurious
mealsforprepared
world-renown chefs, and warm welcome and services as if you are special person. This also includes
worldwide experience beyond imagination. World Surprise Lite takes care and responds to all desires
for the best travels. We provide you with comfortable and convenient trips as well as exotic experience
under appropriate budgets in order for you to feel a real perfect journey. Further, we have Trans Global,
which provides consultation to existing customers who always entrust us as their travel partner.
With continuous development of our travel models, opening for customers’ opinions and feedback as
well as good memories we receive from you, we promise to continue operating according to the standard
of World Surprise Travel to maintain our leadership as the travel agency who provides you with perfect
leisure services and memorable travel experience.
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WORLD SURPRISE TRAVEL CONCIERGE
Simply Pack Your Bag, We Do The Rest

The itinerary design is very important for private trips with small groups. To ensure your comfort and convenience during the prate journey, we are proud to present a special service of
World Surprise Travel Concierge, an innovative, flexible service which provides adjustable trips to meet all your private needs.
As you are our special customer, we try our best to create impressive excursions for you and your group of friends, colleagues and family members. With our determination, dedication and
attention to every detail of the trips, you are provided with a wide range of airlines, accommodation, and itineraries which you can freely choose. We are delighted to provide the best
services that really fit your needs.
To fulfill your requirements and ensure that you receive the highest standard services, we provide one stop service to all customers. If you dream of a unique, thrilling travel experience,
just pack your things and travel with us. This journey of your lifetime will definitely become a real special private trip.
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WORLD SURPRISE FIT
Fits All Your Needs

+PFGRGPFGPVVTCXGNVQYQTNFYKFGFGUVKPCVKQPUKPEQODKPCVKQPQHOQFGTPNKHGCPFNKHGUV[NGQHRGTHGEVVTCXGNNGCFUVQ(TGGCPF'CU[CFGÌPKVKQPQHKPPQXCVKXGVQWTKUOOQFGNYJKEJKUETGCVGFD[
9QTNF5WTRTKUG(+6VQQHHGT[QWWPHQTIGVVCDNGGZRGTKGPEGKPCNCPFQHFTGCOCPFVQÌVCNN[QWTPGGFU
9KVJNQPIGZRGTKGPEGKPNGKUWTGKPFWUVT[YGJCXGFGXGNQRGFXCTKQWUVTCXGNEJQKEGUVQHCEKNKVCVG[QWTLQWTPG[YKVJ(+6QT(TGG+PFKXKFWCN6TCXGNNGTYJKEJKUKPFGRGPFGPVVTKR[QWECPIQQPD[
[QWTUGNHWPFGTQWTEQPUWNVCVKQPCPFCTTCPIGOGPVQHPGEGUUCT[EQORQPGPVUKPENWFKPICKTVKEMGVTGUGTXCVKQPCKTRQTVVTCPUHGTDWUVTCKPECTTGPVCNCEEQOOQFCVKQPNWZWTKQWUTGUVCWTCPVDQQMKPI
VKEMGVUHQTYQTNFYKFGGXGPVUCPFQVJGTGZRGTKGPEGU[QWFGUKTG9GRTQXKFGCYKFGUGNGEVKQPQHUGTXKEGU+VKU[QWTFGEKUKQPVQEJQQUGYJCVUWKVU[QWVJGDGUV
(GGNVJGCVVTCEVKXGPGUUQHKPFGRGPFGPVLQWTPG[DCUGFQP[QWTHTGGFQOQHFGUVKPCVKQPEJQKEGU(WNÌNN[QWTURGEKCNJQNKFC[UYKVJVJGVTKRUVJCVÌVCNNQH[QWTFGUKTGU9GCTGTGCF[VQIKXG[QW
URGEKÌEEQPUWNVCVKQPCPFKVKPGTCT[FGUKIPCURCTVQH[QWTRGTHGEVGZEWTUKQPU
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OUR
XPERIENCES
WORLD SURPRISE SPEED

Super Car Sensation At Your Dream Destinations
World Surprise Xperiences

Your Life is Worth the Extraordinary!

Fulfill your extraordinary travel experiences with World Surprise Travel. We will make each of your
travels colorful and unforgettable by offering exotic lifestyles and innovative, unique activities for the
pleasant journey to your dream destinations and a special trip of your lifetime with us.

World Surprise Gourmet
The Experience You can Taste

Feel the wonderful experiences in tasting legendary dishes at the
place of origin. We will bring you to search for superb dishes around
the globe, which will surely impress you throughout the trip.

World Surprise Snow
The Real Touch of Winter

Color your travel lifestyles during the winter season for excitement
and difference with winter activities and chilly experiences selected
for you to feel the real touch of winter.

12 20

For worlds’ super car admirers, World Surprise Speed is the first travel agency to open the speed legend by bringing you to a variety of dream destinations
WorldWhether
Surprise
where stunning paths are driven through by any brand or model of super cars of your choice.
you areRail
aloneVoyage
or with your group as car caravans,
Change the Way You Explore the World
we are here to ignite your fantasy and make it a reality.
Get excited with innovative travel experiences by riding a train and
In combination with the routes we uniquely designed, you can appreciate worldwide breathtaking
maximum
of your
appreciatingpanoramic
breathtakingscenery
scenerywhile
of thedriving
naturalatsettings
around
the
desired speed. All these options are a signature selection you should not miss. Tuscany, Italy
the
origin
of
Ferrari,
Italy,
a
land
filled
with
unique
characteristics.
world. It will definitely become one of your cherished memories in
Experience a local way of life and the spectacular Italian countryside; Provence, France – An astounding route for super car racing where you can enjoy
the charming architecture of a world heritage city; Monte Carlo, Monaco - A warm welcome from the beautiful, friendly city where Formula 1 originated;
Castile-La Mancha, Spain – A place where you can experience a path vibrant with the colors and excitement of Spain. Listen to the sound of engines on
World
a wide, never-ending road, passing a white windmill, astonishing castle, olive farm, vineyard
and Surprise
a village fromSpeed
the Middle Ages.

Super Car Sensation at Your Dream Destinations

You may take an in-depth trip on each route by self-driving or renting a car to learn theFor
local
waycar
of fans,
life. Some
options
includefor
driving
TCV to appreciate
super
prepare
your senses
an adrenaline-rushing,
the beauty of Paris or GoCar, a small two-seat vehicle, which is available in 5 major well-designed
cities including
San
Francisco,
San
Diego,
Madrid,
Lisbon,
and
drive along atmospheric scenes and colorful
nature
Barcelona. Additionally, we provide private a chauffeur service to facilitate your journey.onYou
can go todesirable
any destinations
choice whether
world-class
vehicles ofat your
its maximum
capacity.in a motor
coach or in a luxurious limousine.
Extremely thrilling speed on race tracks is available at many other destinations. You may like to experience Formula 1 Grand Prix, MotoGP big bike racing,
Space
riding super car in legendary motorsport complex Nurburgring in Germany, Formula 1’sWorld
Monza inSurprise
Italy, Formula
3's Thruxton Circuit of England. You can
Build
Ownone
History
Horizon
challenge speed experience on your own by just getting trained with professional racers.
ThisYour
is surely
of theBeyond
greatestThe
racing
experiences for you.
Join a ride to the space with us and explore the world from a
vantage point that very few people have experienced. Let us take
you beyond the horizon and record a chapter of your life journal.

World Surprise Cruises
Your Cruise Specialist

The most modern luxury cruise lines and the destinations are carefully
selected for your ideal vacation. Our cruise specialist will ensure
your journey is a remarkable and convenient one.

World Surprise Wellness

Your Happiness from The Inside Out

We craft a journey to the origins of world-class health and beauty
technologies to help you regain balance of both body and mind, a
restoration from the inside to the outside. Assisted by leading
21 13
specialists, the best treatments are selected for you.

WORLDSURPRISE
SURPRISEGOURMET
RAIL VOYAGE
WORLD
The Way
TheChange
Experience
You You
Can Explore
Taste The World
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We believe that food is one of the most significant factors of enjoyable travels. Having
good meals is like seasoning and flavoring your trips. This is the reason why we have
created Gourmet Surprise program, which is the origin of delicious tours. Gourmet
Surprise will take you to explore the best recipes around the globe, from famous local
dishes to luxurious Michelin-starred restaurants.
Each dish represents the art of living. The food arrangement design reflects uniqueness
of the food. Well-known local raw materials used in preparation in combination with
distinctive tastes results in perfect dishes which are worth tasting. We focus on the
quality of meals served to you during the trips to ensure that you will never miss the
recommended dishes of well-selected restaurants.
In addition to the food, World Surprise Gourmet also brings you to appreciate and
With popularity
of train
voyage
and success
of train cruise business around the world, an innovative travel experience has been arising. With rail journey,
taste the world-renowned wines produced
from several
leading
winemaking
regions.
caninappreciate
fantastic
scenery and
impressive, nationally unique services on the train. World Surprise Rail Voyage is the rail journey expert which
Olive collection and fresh olive juice you
tasting
the farm are
also interesting
for health
a newGourmet.
alternative travel to change your perspective of leisure. You can spend precious vacation time on appreciating the wonderful natural
lovers. All of these are brought to youintroduces
by World you
Surprise
landscape while riding luxurious train with us.
If you love cooking, we can arrange a cooking class for you to learn how to cook superb
With Glacier Express in Switzerland, you can fully enjoy the Swiss Grand Canyon and mild sunlight through glass roofs. Take Bernina Express, which is
dishes with world famous chefs. You may be excited by learning the recipes of exotic
named Europe’s most beautiful scenic train ride with spiral bridges passing through the center of the Alps which are preserved as a World Heritage. Try
local dishes such as European cheese
or German
sausages. There
Golden
Eagle Trans-Siberia,
whichareis workshops
the luxurious train with the world’s longest route running across the continents and passing Lake Baikal – an ancient
to build relationship within your grouplegendary
including deep
making
chocolate
together
fresh water lake. Ride inonSwitzerRocky Mountaineer, which is a double-decker train with glass curved roofs through which you can fully appreciate
land or learning to be a winemaker starting
with
selection
of
the
grapes
and
ending
fantastic panoramic scenery of the Canadian
Rocky mountain range, impressively beautiful lakes and high cliffs, along with high-class food and services
with bottling the finished wine. You provided
will be proud
of
the
one
and
the
only
self-made
by professional waiters throughout the trip. You may join Eastern and Oriental Express, which is the cruise train which you and get on at Bangkok
wine from this workshop.
station. This train provides 5-star services while taking you through beautiful paths in Thailand, Malaysia and stops at the destination in Singapore.
several
railItjourney
servicesexperience
in Japan, especially in Kyushu, where you can ride on the Seven Stars in Kyushu to gain world-class experience
Another fun activity for western food There
lovers are
is truffle
hunt.
is a wonderful
through
luxurious decorations and terrific services. We are the first travel agency in Thailand to reserve the whole trip of this
when you search for truffle I the morning
and local
go to Michelin-starred
the market to buydishes,
more ingredients
train
cruise
in
order
for
you
to
collect
preciousof lifetime memories while riding on this classic train.
for cooking delicious dishes by using the truffles you have found with assistance
professional chef. This is an activity in which you have a chance to try every single
In addition to the mentioned rail journey, there are many more new important trains waiting for you to try riding and gaining unforgettable experience with
step of cooking by yourself.
us such as sightseeing trains and cruise trains in Asia, Europe and other countries.
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WORLD SURPRISE SNOW
The Real Touch Of Winter
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Winter is always Thai people’s favorite season as there are many seasonal activities we rarely experience. World Surprise Travel is the first travel agency
to offer All Snow Services, which makes your winter journey thrilling with unlimited enjoyment. World Surprise Snow brings you to feel the true happiness
of winter with several activities. If you wish to enjoy skiing and snowboarding which are popular winter sports, we provide you with either basic technique
program for beginners to advance techniques for those who want to master their skills. Skiing is a fun sport which you can enjoy on your own or with your
group or family.
There are many other winter activities available for kids and adults, not to mention snowmobile which suits speed lovers who wish to experience a challenging
and adventurous activity. Other recommended activity you should not miss are snow rafting, snow banana boat or walking on the ice with ski boots.
For those who love excitement and challenge, we recommend bobsleigh, which is the top speed car racing along iced tracks held in winter Olympics,
heli-skiing or extreme skiing of which player must jump down from a helicopter, ice-drifting motor racing with top speed on the snow under the supervision
of professional experts, or ATV driving on snow ground. Also, you can experience riding on an icebreaker at the North Pole and enjoy the iced sea at the
South Pole and appreciate flocks of cute penguins in Antarctica.

2JQVQEQWTVGU[QH"ÌCVWPIMCPCMQTP6TCXGN#TQWPFVJG9QTNF

Many other experiences are open for you around the world. These include lodging at ice hotels with glass roofs from which you can see star light and Olokolo,
which is a warm, comfortable accommodation perfect for lying down and appreciate aurora in Finland. During the day, you may ride on sledges pulled by
Siberian Huskies, horses or reindeer to enjoy beautiful scenery of pine forest, lake and mountain range. The biggest highlight is aurora hunt or appreciation
of natural green light phenomenon which appear in the sky at night. You will see billions of stars as if you are looking at the incredibl
breathtaking sky painting.
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WORLD
VOYAGE
WORLDSURPRISE
SURPRISERAIL
GOURMET
Change
The WayYou
YouCan
Explore
The Experience
TasteThe World
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We believe that food is one of the most significant factors of enjoyable travels. Having
good meals is like seasoning and flavoring your trips. This is the reason why we have
created Gourmet Surprise program, which is the origin of delicious tours. Gourmet
Surprise will take you to explore the best recipes around the globe, from famous local
dishes to luxurious Michelin-starred restaurants.
Each dish represents the art of living. The food arrangement design reflects uniqueness
of the food. Well-known local raw materials used in preparation in combination with
distinctive tastes results in perfect dishes which are worth tasting. We focus on the
quality of meals served to you during the trips to ensure that you will never miss the
recommended dishes of well-selected restaurants.
In addition to the food, World Surprise Gourmet also brings you to appreciate and
popularity
train voyageregions.
and success of train cruise business around the world, an innovative travel experience has been arising. With rail journey,
taste the world-renowned wines produced fromWith
several
leadingofwinemaking
youfarm
can appreciate
fantasticforscenery
Olive collection and fresh olive juice tasting in the
are also interesting
health and impressive, nationally unique services on the train. World Surprise Rail Voyage is the rail journey expert which
you a new alternative travel to change your perspective of leisure. You can spend precious vacation time on appreciating the wonderful natural
lovers. All of these are brought to you by Worldintroduces
Surprise Gourmet.
landscape while riding luxurious train with us.
If you love cooking, we can arrange a cooking class for you to learn how to cook superb
With Glacier Express in Switzerland, you can fully enjoy the Swiss Grand Canyon and mild sunlight through glass roofs. Take Bernina Express, which is
dishes with world famous chefs. You may be excited by learning the recipes of exotic
named Europe’s most beautiful scenic train ride with spiral bridges passing through the center of the Alps which are preserved as a World Heritage. Try
local dishes such as European cheese or German
There are workshops
Goldensausages.
Eagle Trans-Siberia,
which is the luxurious train with the world’s longest route running across the continents and passing Lake Baikal – an ancient
to build relationship within your group includinglegendary
making chocolate
together
in
Switzerdeep fresh water lake.
Ride on Rocky Mountaineer, which is a double-decker train with glass curved roofs through which you can fully appreciate
land or learning to be a winemaker starting with
selection
of
the
grapes
and
ending
fantastic panoramic scenery of the Canadian Rocky mountain range, impressively beautiful lakes and high cliffs, along with high-class food and services
with bottling the finished wine. You will be proud
of thebyoneprofessional
and the only
self-made
provided
waiters
throughout the trip. You may join Eastern and Oriental Express, which is the cruise train which you and get on at Bangkok
wine from this workshop.
station. This train provides 5-star services while taking you through beautiful paths in Thailand, Malaysia and stops at the destination in Singapore.
Therehunt.
are several
rail journey
services in Japan, especially in Kyushu, where you can ride on the Seven Stars in Kyushu to gain world-class experience
Another fun activity for western food lovers is truffle
It is a wonderful
experience
local Michelin-starred
dishes, luxurious decorations and terrific services. We are the first travel agency in Thailand to reserve the whole trip of this
when you search for truffle I the morning and gothrough
to the market
to buy more ingredients
train
cruise
in
order
for
you
to
collect
for cooking delicious dishes by using the truffles you have found with assistance
of precious lifetime memories while riding on this classic train.
professional chef. This is an activity in which you have a chance to try every single
In addition to the mentioned rail journey, there are many more new important trains waiting for you to try riding and gaining unforgettable experience with
step of cooking by yourself.
us such as sightseeing trains and cruise trains in Asia, Europe and other countries.
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OUR
XPERIENCES
WORLD SURPRISE SPEED

Super Car Sensation At Your Dream Destinations
World Surprise Xperiences

Your Life is Worth the Extraordinary!

Fulfill your extraordinary travel experiences with World Surprise Travel. We will make each of your
travels colorful and unforgettable by offering exotic lifestyles and innovative, unique activities for the
pleasant journey to your dream destinations and a special trip of your lifetime with us.

World Surprise Gourmet
The Experience You can Taste

Feel the wonderful experiences in tasting legendary dishes at the
place of origin. We will bring you to search for superb dishes around
the globe, which will surely impress you throughout the trip.

World Surprise Snow
The Real Touch of Winter

Color your travel lifestyles during the winter season for excitement
and difference with winter activities and chilly experiences selected
for you to feel the real touch of winter.
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For worlds’ super car admirers, World Surprise Speed is the first travel agency to open the speed legend by bringing you to a variety of dream destinations
Surprise
RailyouVoyage
where stunning paths are driven through by any brand or model of super carsWorld
of your choice.
Whether
are alone or with your group as car caravans,
Change the Way You Explore the World
we are here to ignite your fantasy and make it a reality.
Get excited with innovative travel experiences by riding a train and
In combination with the routes we uniquely designed, you can appreciate worldwide
breathtaking
panoramic
whilesettings
driving around
at maximum
appreciating
breathtaking
scenery scenery
of the natural
the of your
desired speed. All these options are a signature selection you should not miss. Tuscany,
Italydefinitely
- the origin
of Ferrari,
a land
filled with
unique characteristics.
world. It will
become
oneItaly,
of your
cherished
memories
in
Experience a local way of life and the spectacular Italian countryside; Provence, France – An astounding route for super car racing where you can enjoy
the charming architecture of a world heritage city; Monte Carlo, Monaco - A warm welcome from the beautiful, friendly city where Formula 1 originated;
Castile-La Mancha, Spain – A place where you can experience a path vibrant with the colors and excitement of Spain. Listen to the sound of engines on
Surprise
Speedfrom the Middle Ages.
a wide, never-ending road, passing a white windmill, astonishing castle, oliveWorld
farm, vineyard
and a village

Super Car Sensation at Your Dream Destinations

You may take an in-depth trip on each route by self-driving or renting a car toForlearn
thecar
local
way
of life.your
Somesenses
options
driving TCV to appreciate
super
fans,
prepare
for include
an adrenaline-rushing,
the beauty of Paris or GoCar, a small two-seat vehicle, which is available inwell-designed
5 major citiesdrive
including
San
Francisco,
San
Diego,
Madrid,
along atmospheric scenes and colorful
natureLisbon, and
Barcelona. Additionally, we provide private a chauffeur service to facilitate your
Youdesirable
can go tovehicles
any destinations
of yourcapacity.
choice whether in a motor
on journey.
world-class
at its maximum
coach or in a luxurious limousine.
Extremely thrilling speed on race tracks is available at many other destinations. You may like to experience Formula 1 Grand Prix, MotoGP big bike racing,
World1’sSurprise
Space
riding super car in legendary motorsport complex Nurburgring in Germany, Formula
Monza in Italy,
Formula 3's Thruxton Circuit of England. You can
Buildracers.
Your Own
Horizon
challenge speed experience on your own by just getting trained with professional
This isHistory
surely Beyond
one of theThegreatest
racing experiences for you.
Join a ride to the space with us and explore the world from a
vantage point that very few people have experienced. Let us take
you beyond the horizon and record a chapter of your life journal.

World Surprise Cruises
Your Cruise Specialist

The most modern luxury cruise lines and the destinations are carefully
selected for your ideal vacation. Our cruise specialist will ensure
your journey is a remarkable and convenient one.

World Surprise Wellness

Your Happiness from The Inside Out

We craft a journey to the origins of world-class health and beauty
technologies to help you regain balance of both body and mind, a
restoration from the inside to the outside. Assisted by leading
13 21
specialists, the best treatments are selected for you.

WORLD SURPRISE CRUISES
Your Cruise Specialist
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World Surprise Cruises is the pioneer of world-class cruise ship market including Royal Caribbean International, Celebrity Cruises, Azamara Cruises,
Silversea, Aqua Expeditions, and other for you to experience the sparkling blue ocean with a sight of panorama-viewed sky is your idea of bliss and vast
mountain ranges or get through big and small islands to the land of amazing civilization.
An authentic cruise experience should make you feel that every conceivable destination is just a quick jaunt away. Come along with us as all famous cities
are brought together with renowned services and amenities; for instance, a five-star hotel which is specifically designed to provide you with a comfortable stay, a variety of restaurants and entertainment from Broadway-quality. There is certainly no need to worry about dragging your luggage or wasting
your time on checking in and out of different hotels. On the contrary, you will only unpack your luggage at the beginning and pack it at the end of your
trip.
You can travel on cruise ship to acquire lifetime experiences at stunning, unique destinations such as Bora Bora Islands in in French Polynesia or The
Galápagos Islands, which is a dream destination of many travelers, adventure to the land of ice at Antarctica, floating to fjord islands at the highest point
of Europe, or riding on a boat along the Rhine, Europe’s second longest river, to appreciate different nature and culture, travel along the Danube, which
is the river of romance, sailing to amazing land of the North Pole’s Alaska, and explore the charming Mediterranean, which is located in between European
and African cultures.
Other sailing experiences and activities are also available for you to recharge your energy on holidays. These include sailboating on Sydney bay. If you
prefer privacy and luxury, we can arrange all kinds of yachts on any worldwide waters that suit your taste.

OUR
SERVICES
WORLD SURPRISE SPACE
World Surprise Luxe

Build Your Own History Beyond The Horizon
Your Unique Memorable Experience

Light up your dream and make every journey count with a limitless
and incredible experience. This is the journey of a lifetime, an experience
beyond imagination and the travel uniqueness which is more than
perfect for you.

World Surprise

A genuine World Surprise Experience

A dimension of genuinely unique happiness and impression, this is
where the legend of World Surprise Travel's standards of leading
services and in-depth routes to every corner of the world starts.

World Surprise Lite

Enjoy your Wonderful Moment

To fulfill all requests of itineraries, experiences and budgets, we can
design your specific dream journey for your special time, happiness,
enjoyment and impression.

World Surprise Travel Concierge
Simply Pack your Bag, We Do The Rest

This is a wonderful service which facilitates your travel with a small private
group. We provide flexible service where adjustment is possible to fulfill
your needs. It is to ensure that you will have a perfect trip where you
truly enjoy fantastic experience.

World Surprise FIT
Fits all Your Needs
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Experience the freedom of travel with the route of your choices that
we assist such as air tickets, accommodation as well as your desired
experiences. We are ready to be part of your perfect dream journey.

Close your eyes and imagine. Now you are traveling across different layers of the atmosphere, from which you will slowly start to see a pale blue shimmering light below the horizon. Imagine again. Now you can see the stunning scene from another perspective of our blue planet, amidst the shining stars on
the velvety dark curtain of space.

SPECIAL GROUPby SERVICES
World Surprise Travel

Let go of your five senses, cease your imagination, and become a part of this memorable phenomenon with us, World Surprise Space!

Photo courtesy of Getty Images

Innovative travel in zero gravity as if youThewere
travel inof space
‘Zerojourney
G’ and the origin of unique services are included in 3 original brands of
beginning
each long
Zero G was created in an endeavor to seek for a novel style of leisure travel that offers both excitement and adventures, reaching out to customers with
Travel
provide
services
accordingfrom
to different
models
uniqueness
best the
its services, meticulous quality, and highWorld
safetySurprise
standard.
Zerowhich
G was
designed
an engineer
NASA who
hasand
developed
ZeroforGthe
to become
of yourZero
desires
andhad
satisfactions.
commercial space flight for tourism industry.
G has
the opportunity to welcome internationally renowned celebrities, such as Stephen Hawking,
Martha Stewart and National Geographic team.
With our sincere determination and dedication, we have designed in-depth travels which reflect World
Experience the stunning journey along the curve of our world with us ‘Bloon’
Surprise’s
ensureSurprise
your impressive
journey
to wonderful
whereengineer
you can appreciate
This wonderful experience dates back three
yearsuniqueness
ago whentoWorld
Travel got
a chance
to meetdestinations
a former NASA
who had invented and
different
sceneries
and
fresh
yourself
up
while
enjoying
the
natural
purity.
Also,
you
can
learn
history
patented the latest innovation of space travel called Bloon which is a travel with balloons to the horizon with high safety and uniqueness.
We have earned
the trust to be the only travel agent in Thailand
that can
exclusively
offeryour
space
journeys.
on February
8th, 2013
and cultures
of the
place during
exiting
trips. The
Untilcontract
today, wesigning
are stillevent
striving
for maintaining
the gave us the
power to make this phenomenon a topmost
memorable
experience
for
those
who
are
passionate
for
'A
Unique
Memorable
Travel
Experience',
highest standard of excursions. Our first priority is always your comfort and convenience. We deliberately with the
first journey scheduled to launch in 2015select
in Spain.
the best accommodation, food and services for you to help fulfill your thrilling travel experience
and youryou,
dream
journey.
All offloating
these are
provided
Surprise with
Luxe,special
from which
youballoons
will experience
There are many other space voyages awaiting
which
include
in the
sky toby
theWorld
stratosphere
helium
with World View or
soaring into the space with Virgin Galacticthewhich
taketrips
you including
there at a transportation,
supersonic speed.
In the
future,and
space
travel will
be available
best can
quality
5-star
hotelnear
lodging,
luxurious
meals
preparedforbyeveryone.
world-renown chefs, and warm welcome and services as if you are special person. This also includes
worldwide experience beyond imagination. World Surprise Lite takes care and responds to all desires
for the best travels. We provide you with comfortable and convenient trips as well as exotic experience
under appropriate budgets in order for you to feel a real perfect journey. Further, we have Trans Global,
which provides consultation to existing customers who always entrust us as their travel partner.
With continuous development of our travel models, opening for customers’ opinions and feedback as
well as good memories we receive from you, we promise to continue operating according to the standard
of World Surprise Travel to maintain our leadership as the travel agency who provides you with perfect
leisure services and memorable travel experience.
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WE
ARE
THE
1
MOVER
WORLD SURPRISE WELLNESS
Your Happiness From The Inside Out
For decades, World Surprise Travel has explored alternative tourist destinations around the world.
We have introduced new itineraries which had never been visited by other traditional travelers,
resulting innovative travel experiences. Main itineraries have been added by in-depth itineraries in
many regions starting from Asian countries like Japan and extended to Europe and other countries.
Start in-depth travels in Japan
We are the first travel agency to introduce a new perspective of Hokkaido. In addition to the winter,
you can enjoy traveling in Hokkaido in other seasons. We have initiated the trips to appreciate the
breathtaking nature and flowers in many Japanese regions which include Pink Moss, Lavender,
Nemophila and Wisteria fields. Also, you can appreciate the autumn leaf color at Tohoku, feel the
miracle of Snow Wall on the Alps of Japan in Toyama and visit Japan’s largest desert in Tottori.
Moreover, we are the first travel agency to lead the tourist group to travel with the luxurious cruise
train Seven Stars in Kyushu for appreciating beautiful scenery of Kyushu Island.
Extend itineraries to European countries
We have also extended itineraries to Europe by exploring new perspective of each region which
had rarely been acknowledged by visitors. Such destinations include Auvergne Region which is a
conservative tourist attraction where you can see wonderful natural sites such as mountains, lakes,
clear water, and high cliffs. It is the origin of natural mineral water like Volvic. Amalfi Coast and
colorful 5 fisherman’s villages located on cliffs such as Cinque Terre in Italy, Cotswolds and the
south of England where we focus on in-depth travels for travelers to experience the lifestyle of
local people, Puglia Region, which is located in the southernmost of Italy, and Dolomite mountain
range which we have explored for you to appreciate the beauty of the Italian Alps which has
rarely visited by visitors.
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Happiness starts from inside out in terms of personality, health and beauty. Everyone
In addition to being a leader in exploring new, exotic destinations, we also take you to impressive and
desires to stay healthy physically and mentally. Today, World Surprise Wellness
unique experiences and activities around the world.
develops a new form of travel to fulfill the needs of customers of all genders and age
ranges. We will take you back to the time of youth and call the lost energy back to
luxurious cruise trips
your body with health and wellness tor whereby you are provided the servicesIntroduce
by
We are the first travel agency in Thailand to provide customers with luxurious cruise travels with Aqua
leading professional physicians in the relaxing atmosphere in which you can healthily
breathe the fresh air. In addition to the wellness treatment, you will visit many interestExpeditions. It is a wonderful opportunity to gain experience and learn cultures along world-renowned
ing places which help you gain full energy and feel refreshed.
rivers such as the Amazon in South America and Mekhong in South East Asia.
We can arrange health and wellness treatment program for you including detoxification
Open in-depth experiences to fulfill all desires
to remove toxic substances from your body, injection of stem cells which is placenta
In addition to being the first mover to explore wonderful places around the globe, we also lead you to
extracts to delay or revive aging organs, spa treatment to receive natural force and
unique itineraries. Travelers’ happiness and impression is of the greatest importance for
stimulate the function of organs, onsen bathing of which hot water is believedexperience
to
us. We are the first travel agency to start the legend of speed with World Surprise Speed, which brings
remove toxic substances resulting in relaxing and refreshing body, and acupuncture
which is Chinese traditional treatment which helps balance the functions of body organs.
you to various destinations while driving luxurious super cars along the beautiful roads around the world.
It is a novel travel experience and the best opportunity to appreciate breathtaking scenery while riding
We have 3 main associates which are leading wellness and beauty service providers
a cruise ship with World Surprise Rail Voyage. The origin of delicious excursions cannot be anyone
conducted by professional physicians.
but World Surprise Gourmet, with which you can taste the best delicacies including well-known local
SHA Wellness Clinic Luxurious resort for wellness and beauty located in Alicante,dishes and Michelin-starred restaurants. Another option for your truly relaxed trips is World Surprise
the southeastern region of Spain. It has medical hotel facing the Mediterranean, soCruises heading to Alaska, Arctic, Mediterranean, and many other destinations worldwide.
you can impressively enjoy the beauty of the sea and the nature as this area is
known as one of the cities with the world’s cleanest air.
Light up your dream journey with your favorite theme
There are many more experiences we design to create a journey of happiness for you. Traveling with
Clinique la Praire The famous Swiss clinic providing wellness treatments conducted
by surgeons whose expertise is in organ transplantation. The clinic is globally us is more than just fun. It is the time when you can catch your dream and fulfill your thrilling desire.
We have special theme for anime and cosplay lovers, cultural tourism themes for those who love to
recognized as the president or many Hollywood stars have also received treatments
visit the World Heritage Sites, family theme for you and your kids to travel to a dream world, and many
here.
other tailor-made themes which we can arrange for your unique enjoyment and happiness.
Villa Medica A leading medical institution. With its classical design of the buildings, wonderful location at the serene Edenkoben municipality of Germany and theWe are not only focus on beautiful places but we also emphasize the design of impressive journey
use of holistic treatments with cell therapy method for cell stimulation which focuses
along with novel experience and perspective. We are still searching, developing and creating new
on body revival and enforcement, this place is widely known and internationally
itineraries in response to different lifestyle to ensure that our great enthusiasm can help create your
accepted.
memorable travel experience.
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WORLD SURPRISE XPERIENCES
Your Life Is Worth The Extraordinary!

We believe that experience is important for journey. With World Surprise Travel standard as the leader of in-depth travels plus attention to details in providing services, our intent to
select the best offer to customers, and the growing trend if innovative travels, it is our delight to provide you with unique worldwide experiences to create your memorable dream journey.

Shark Dive Xtreme in Australia Get thrilled by diving with
sharks at a short distance away with only a cage as partition
in Port Lincoln, a southern city of Australia. This is probably
one of the greatest adrenaline-rushing challenges you
have ever tried.

Hot Air Balloon With our hot-air balloon service, the horizon
is within your reach. As you float in the sky, merge yourself
with the natural surroundings and enjoy beautiful panoramic
scenery from mid-air. With famous buildings, forests and
mountain ranges from a bird's-eye view, the sky is all yours.

Helicopter Tour Your itineraries can be designed even to
the remote destinations where transportation system is limited
for visitors. We provide helicopter tour to facilitate your
journey to such exotic places.

Exclusive Shopping We offer you a chance to experience
the world of private shopping. In the hearts of world cities
where the crowd is in pursuit of their dreams, we close
brand-name shops for your exclusive shopping experiences.
The entire world stands still just for your desire.

Luxury Camp Enjoy different atmosphere by camping in
the middle of nature. Surrounded by mountains or deserts,
you still feel comfortable with luxurious amenities during
your fully relaxing time.
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Private Jet With a private jet and your very own private pilot,
you can travel wherever you want to go. We provide you a
top-class luxury flying experience that takes you to any locations
you have ever wanted to see. All you must do is dream, sit
back and enjoy our superb travel service.

Explore Africa Explore wildlife in the Savanna field and
appreciate the beauty of nature. Get excited and feel the
warmth of special services provided by the Maasai, the
ethnic group inhabiting in Africa as well as exploring the
way of life, traditions and original culture of the tribe.
Cave Hotel Experience exotic lodging by boarding at a
luxurious hotel located in the deserted cave of the ancient
city of Matera, which has been registered as a World Heritage
by UNESCO. Appreciate its uniqueness and fascination as
if you could go back in time.

Bike Take a simple trip without depending on public transport.
You can enjoy your slow lifestyle by cycling to any destinations worldwide. Appreciate beautiful scenery while
riding and take as much time as you wish to enjoy the trip.
Chateau Experience If you have dreamed of yourself
staying in a luxurious castle, this is the greatest chance
you can realize your dream. We will bring you to feel the
romantic atmosphere and fascination of 5-star chateaux
around Europe. It is just a dream come true!

Dive Butler An assistant will transfer all equipment to
luxurious accommodation and wait for you at your destinations anywhere in the world to ensure that your private
diving trip is the most enjoyable. We also provide Life Butler
who is an assistant who will ensure your unlimited convenience. Whether being your driver or travel partner,our
DWVNGTKUTGCF[VQHWNÌNNCNN[QWTPGGFU
Join the trip with World Surprise Travel now! Your impressive
once-in-a-lifetime journey is not out of reach anymore!
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OUR MEDIA PARTNERS

From our journey to beautiful destinations and wonderful worldwide experiences, we are proud to present such itineraries through
various channels in collaboration with domestic and international media, which include leading travel magazines, TV programs,
radio media, and newspapers, to share our impression. Find opportunities to explore the world to create impressive memories with us.

OUR HISTORY
World Surprise Travel is an expert at designing unique itineraries.
Holding a strong determination to encourage those who love travel to enjoy beautiful,
GZQVKECPFRNCEGUYGYGTGVJGÌTUVEQORCP[VQCTTCPIGKPFGRVJVQWTKUOUVCTVKPI
from exploration of Asian countries, including Japan, China, Korea, Hong Kong,
and Singapore. Then, our main itineraries have been expanded to Europe, America,
Australia, and New Zealand, including luxurious cruises travels operated through
our subsidiary Travel Elements. Today, we are offering worldwide itineraries,
and from the start until now, we have continuously maintained the standard of
World Surprise Travel, which is attention to details with different views.
9GJCXGRTQXKFGFCXCTKGV[QHXCECVKQPUWPFGTXCTKQWUDTCPFUVQHWNÌNNCNNFGUKTGU
of our valuable customers like you.
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OUR MILESTONES
OUR HOTEL
PARTNERS

We are a pioneer in international tourism which has been in the business for 30 years under the name “Trans Global” since 1981 before the company was expanded and changed to
“World Surprise Travel” in 2005. Our long journey and extensive experience enhance the standard of our creation of happiness for your eternal memories.
It was the opening of World Surprise
Travel, the first pioneer in-depth
travel itineraries in Japan

006

We partnered with True Visions to
introduce gourmet tours in Japan
and luxurious cruise travels
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We expanded our in-depth tourism
market in Europe, sponsoring Pinto
Tao Lek Program and arranging
trips for famous radio media

008

We arranged exclusive trips for
opening of tourism in Australia and
New Zealand

2009

2010
2011

We began promoting experiences uniquely 2012 World Surprise Travel together with
designed for speed and super cars lovers,
and Swiss
Each trip consists of quite a few essential Switzerland
elements toTourist
make itBoard
perfect,
cruising along scenic roads of European
International Airlines ferried the cast of
one also
of which
is ‘accommodation’.
As youactors,
entrust
us to take
of
countries. This was
the year
when we
actresses
andcare
the shooting
crew
first began ouryour
partnership
withnights,
‘Suek we
Namhave collaborated
wondrous
with
outstanding
leading
of a recent highest rating TV series,
Peung Pra Jun’ (Honeymoon Battle) game
hotels and
accommodations
to let you
unique
Burutembrace
Jutathep the
- Prince
Pawornrut
show, sponsoring
the amorous
winners ofin each countrySuphab
episode,
Switzerland.
We succescultures from
whiletospoiling
yourself
each episode onlocal
a honeymoon
tripeach
to corner of the world,
sively World
offeredSurprise
travel services
destinations ofwith
theirmodern
choices.facilities and impressive services.
Travel to the
locations of the shoot.
truly wishes
to feel the authentic pleasure and learn
We unveiled a novel gourmet
tour inyou
which
our customers met and greeted
three
VJGTGCNFGÌPKVKQPQHVJGCTVQHNKXKPI
legendary Japanese Iron Chefs in person. 2013 We arranged exclusive trips and private
shopping for customers at a renowned
shop in the center of Italy
After the Tsunami attack in Japan came along
collaborations between Hokkaido Tourism
1HÌEGCPF9QTNF5WTRTKUG6TCXGNDTKPIKPI
TeeNeeMorChit - an all-time favourite variety 2014 We were the first travel agency in
Thailand to lead Thai travelers to
talk show, Daily News Newspaper, and Travel
go on a trip on luxurious cruise
Around the World Magazine on a voyage to
train Seven Stars in Kyushu, Japan
Hokkaido, a prideful reminder of our position
as the island's travel pioneer.

2015

World Surprise Travel was invited to
attend Pure Life Experiences, which
was a world-class event where travel
companies from around the world
gathered and exchanged opinions
in Marakesh, Morocco, where we
were the only one travel agency from
Thailand in attendance

2016

Three new brands focusing on
special experiences with World
Surprise Xperiences, World Surprise
Snow, World Surprise Rail Voyage,
and the latest brand World Surprise
WIFI, were open to facilitate commu
-nication between cyber world and
traveler
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THANKS TO...
We are entrusted by important customers in leading them
to unique experiences. Also, we are given good collaboration from domestic and
international organizations including the national tourism boards or airlines,
media, and travel agencies, who help us with creation of impressive itineraries.
All of these supports encourage us to continuously develop our travel options,
explore innovative excursions and provide better services. We would like to take
this opportunity to express our gratefulness to all customers for giving us
the chance to serve assist with your trips. Also, we truly appreciate all kind
associating agencies who have been supporting us along this
path of sustainable growth.
Mr. Surprise!
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MR.SURPRISE TALK!

Diverse characteristics of tourist attractions, customs and culture in each country inspire us to create the unique paths embedded by exotic experience with the hope that our travellers
will enjoy ultimately impressive trips with us on every path they take.

With extensive experience in tourism management and development, World Surprise Travel has provided worldwide services to customers in different regions. We still remember our first
step we have taken to create memorable moments to our customers. Each trip has been provided to our valuable customers with care, and the selected itineraries have been uniquely
arranged according to our ideal excursions. Our primary emphasis is put on impressive experiences which the travelers can appreciate during their journey. These include food, accommodation and activities in response to support all kinds of innovative tourism which has been rapidly increasing as well as modern lifestyles for the real innovative tourism.
For many years, we have presented a variety of itineraries under various brands to fulfill traveler’s needs. With continuous development, we are delighted to introduce 3 new brands, including
World Surprise Xperiences, which takes you to meet fantastic experiences from around the world, World Surprise Snow, which leads you and your family to experience amazing winter
activities and World Surprise Rail Voyage, a wonderful journey on cruise train which brings you to the new perspective of tourism.
We have maintained the highest standard of service with the hope to fulfill different requirements of travelers and provide unique travel experiences. We sincerely hope that World Surprise Travel
will become a new record of your travel accompanying you to explore the world and create memorable experiences.

Let’s see the world!
Photo Credit: Mr.Surprise! and Courtesy from our Partners
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Call us at +662-634-8877 for the journey of your lifetime.
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